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ABSTRACT
Functional analysis of large gene lists, derived
in most cases from emerging high-throughput
genomic, proteomic and bioinformatics scanning
approaches, is still a challenging and daunting
task. The gene-annotation enrichment analysis is
a promising high-throughput strategy that increases
the likelihood for investigators to identify biol-
ogical processes most pertinent to their study.
Approximately 68 bioinformatics enrichment tools
that are currently available in the community are
collected in this survey. Tools are uniquely categor-
ized into three major classes, according to their
underlying enrichment algorithms. The comprehen-
sive collections, unique tool classifications and
associated questions/issues will provide a more
comprehensive and up-to-date view regarding
the advantages, pitfalls and recent trends in a
simpler tool-class level rather than by a tool-by-
tool approach. Thus, the survey will help tool
designers/developers and experienced end users
understand the underlying algorithms and pertinent
details of particular tool categories/tools, enabling
them to make the best choices for their particular
research interests.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional biological research approaches typically
study one gene or a few genes at a time. In contrast,
high-throughput genomic, proteomic and bioinformatics
scanning approaches (such as expression microarray, pro-
moter microarray, proteomics, ChIP-on-CHIPs, etc.)
are emerging as alternative technologies that allow inves-
tigators to simultaneously measure the changes and regu-
lation of genome-wide genes under certain biological
conditions. Those high-throughput technologies usually
generate large ‘interesting’ gene lists as their ﬁnal outputs.
However, the biological interpretation of large, ‘inter-
esting’ gene lists (ranging in size from hundreds to thou-
sands of genes) is still a challenging and daunting task.
Over the last few decades, bioinformatics methods, using
the biological knowledge accumulated in public databases
[e.g. Gene Ontology (1)], make it possible to systematically
dissect large gene lists in an attempt to assemble a sum-
mary of the most enriched and pertinent biology. A
number of high-throughput enrichment tools, including,
but not limited to Onto-Express, MAPPFinder, GoMiner,
DAVID, EASE, GeneMerge and FuncAssociate, etc.
(2–10), were independently developed during 2002 and
2003 as initial studies to address the challenge of function-
ally analyzing large gene lists. Since then, the enrichment
analysis ﬁeld has been very productive, resulting in more,
similar tools becoming publicly available. In 2005,
approximately 14 such tools were collected and reviewed
by Khatri et al. (11) and by Curtis et al. (12), respectively.
The activity in the ﬁeld has continually grown stronger
as the number of new enrichment tools (with distinct
new ideas and features) has signiﬁcantly increased.
Approximately 68 such tools have been collected in this
survey (2–10,13–73) (Table 1 and Supplementary Data 1).
During the past several years, bioinformatics enrich-
ment tools have played a very important and successful
role contributing to the gene functional analysis of
large gene lists for various high-throughput biological
studies, which is clearly evidenced by thousands of pub-
lications citing these tools (based on Google Scholar
as of September 2008). However, these bioinformatics
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improving stage, without uniﬁed methods or one ‘gold’
standard. As more enrichment tools emerge in the scien-
tiﬁc community, the individual tool-developing group or
end user ﬁnds it more and more diﬃcult to comprehen-
sively track the usefulness of all of the existing works to
his or her research. This confusing plethora of tools has
resulted in several issues: (i) diﬃculty in comprehensively
comparing and remembering the algorithms/features in a
tool-by-tool manner among the overwhelmingly large
number of tools available (approximately 68 current
tools); (ii) a chance that some good work may be over-
looked; (iii) redundant eﬀorts in developing ideas that
already exist, because of developers’ diﬃculties in grasping
the breadth of the ﬁeld; (iv) out-of-date ideas being used in
newly released tools because of the developers’ lack of
awareness of the latest methods; and (v) diﬃculties for
end users in deciding, among so many overwhelming
choices, which enrichment tools are most suitable to
their analytic needs.
This survey includes four sections to address the situa-
tions listed earlier: First, it will identify 68 enrichment
tools that are currently available, and further describe
the rationales behind them. That way, the tool designers,
developers and end users will be made aware of most, if
not all, of the existing tools. Secondly, tools will be
uniquely classiﬁed, according to their underlying algo-
rithms, into three major categories. Thus, readers can
more easily and quickly grasp the key spirit of the 68
tools by following the categorical logic instead of trying
to search through a tool-by-tool layout. Thirdly, the paper
will focus on several important, but largely unanswered,
questions and issues associated with the ﬁeld. We hope
that the questions/issues to be discussed will drive more
attention, independent thinking, and discussion in the
ﬁeld, thereafter leading to better solutions in the near
future. Finally, the paper will conclude with the current
status and trends in the ﬁeld.
GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF ENRICHMENT
ANALYSIS AND 68 AVAILABLE TOOLS
A biological process is typically made up of a group of
genes, as opposed to an individual gene alone. The prin-
cipal foundation of enrichment analysis is that if a
biological process is abnormal in a given study, the
co-functioning genes should have a higher (enriched)
potential to be selected as a relevant group by the high-
throughput screening technologies. Such a rationale can
make the analysis of large gene lists move from an individ-
ual gene-oriented view to a relevant gene group-based
analysis. Because the analytic conclusion is based on
a group of relevant genes instead of on an individual
gene, it increases the likelihood for investigators to
identify the correct biological processes most pertinent
to the biological phenomena under study. For example,
10% of the user’s genes selected by a microarray experi-
ment are kinases, as opposed to 1% of the genes in the
human genome (this is the gene population background)
that are kinases. The enrichment can therefore be quanti-
tatively measured by some common and well-known
statistical methods, including Chi-square, Fisher’s exact
test, Binomial probability and Hypergeometric distribu-
tion (more discussion of enrichment P-value in a later
section of this paper). Thus, a conclusion may be obtained
for the particular example, that is, kinases are enriched in
the user’s study and therefore play an important role in
the study. Fortunately, annotation databases, such as
Gene Ontology (GO) (1), collecting biological knowledge
in a format of gene-to-annotation, are very suitable for
high-throughput bioinformatics scanning for the enrich-
ment analysis. The tools systematically map a large
number of interesting genes in a list to the associated bio-
logical annotation terms (e.g. GO Terms or Pathways),
and then statistically examine the enrichment of gene
members for each of the annotation terms by comparing
the outcome to the control (or reference) background.
Thereafter, the annotation terms with enriched gene mem-
bers can be identiﬁed from tens of thousands of other
annotation terms in a high-throughput fashion (11,12).
The enriched annotation terms associated with the large
gene list will give important insights that allow investiga-
tors to understand the biological themes behind the large
gene list.
Approximately 68 bioinformatics tools (Table 1 and
Supplementary Data 1) (2–10,13–73), aligned with the
above analytic scenarios and purposes, are collected in
this study. Regardless of their distinct features, the general
procedure of the tools can be described as having three
major layers: data support (backend annotation data-
base); data mining (algorithm and statistics); and result
presentation (interface and exploration) (Figure 1). Each
of the layers may greatly impact the comprehensiveness of
analytic results, as discussed in later sections of this paper.
The general features associated with each tool, such as
tool home page, publication link, general database scope
[see SerbGO (74), which searches detailed annotation cov-
erage across tools], pathway presentation, etc., can be
found in Supplementary Data 1, in order to help end
users/developers look up tools for their research interests.
Moreover, the capability, sensitivity and backend data-
bases can be very diﬀerent from tool to tool. It is not
uncommon for users to try multiple tools with similar
analytic capability for the same dataset in order to
obtain maximum satisfactory analytic results (75).
CLASSIFICATION OF ENRICHMENT TOOLS
When the tool developer or end user is searching for par-
ticular features among the many tools available, it is not
an easy task to digest the features for all 68 tools without
appropriate classiﬁcation. Based on the diﬀerence of algo-
rithms, this survey classiﬁes the 68 current enrichment
tools into three classes: singular enrichment analysis
(SEA); gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA); and modular
enrichment analysis (MEA). A complete list of tools and
their deﬁning classes can be found in Table 1 and
Supplementary Data 1. Notably, some tools with diverse
capabilities belong to more than one class. The general
features and limitations associated with each class are dis-
cussed in the following sections and are compared in
Table 2.
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Enrichment tool name Year of
release
Key statistical method Category
FunSpec 2002 Hypergeometric Class I
Onto-express 2002 Fisher’s exact; hypergeometic; binomial; chi-square Class I
EASE 2003 Fisher’s exact (modiﬁed as EASE score) Class I
FatiGO/FatiWise/FatiGO+ 2003 Fisher’s exact Class I
FuncAssociate 2003 Fisher’s exact Class I
GARBAN 2003 Hypergeometric Class I
GeneMerge 2003 Hypergeometric Class I
GoMiner 2003 Fisher’s exact Class I
MAPPFinder 2003 Z-score; hypergeometric Class I
CLENCH 2004 Hypergeometric; chi-square; binomial Class I
GO::TermFinder 2004 hypergeometric Class I
GOAL 2004 Permutation Class I
GOArray 2004 Hypergeometric; Z-score; permutation Class I
GOStat 2004 Fisher’s exact; chi-squre Class I
GoSurfer 2004 Chi-square Class I
OntologyTraverser 2004 Hypergeometric; Fisher’s exact Class I
THEA 2004 Hypergeometric Class I
BiNGO 2005 Hypergeometric; binomial Class I
FACT 2005 Adopt GeneMerge and GO::TermFinder statistical modules Class I
gﬁnder 2005 Fisher’s exact Class I
Gobar 2005 Hypergeometric Class I
GOCluster 2005 Hypergeometric Class I
GOSSIP 2005 Fisher’s exact Class I
L2L 2005 Binomial; hypergeometric Class I
WebGestalt 2005 Hypergeometric Class I
BayGO 2006 Bayesian; Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma factor Class I
eGOn/GeneTools 2006 Fisher’s exact Class I
Gene Class Expression 2006 Z-statistics Class I
GOALIE 2006 Hidden Kripke model Class I
GOFFA 2006 Fisher’s inverse chi-square Class I
GOLEM 2006 Hyerpgeometric Class I
JProGO 2006 Fisher’s exact; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test;
student’s t-test; Wilcoxon’s test; hypergeometric
Class I
PageMan 2006 Fisher’s exact; chi-square; Wilcoxon Class I
STEM 2006 Hypergeometric Class I
WEGO 2006 Chi-square Class I
EasyGO 2007 Hypergeometric; chi-square; binomial Class I
g:Proﬁler 2007 Hypergeometric Class I
ProbCD 2007 Yule’s Q; Goodman-Kruskal’s gamma; Cramer’s T Class I
GOEAST 2008 Hypergeometric Class I
GOHyperGAll 2008 Hypergeometric Class I
CatMap 2004 Permutations Class II
Godist 2004 Kolmogorov–Smirnov test Class II
GO-Mapper 2004 Gaussian distribution; EQ-score Class II
iGA 2004 Permutations; hypergeometric; t-test; Z-score Class II
GSEA 2005 Kolmogorov–Smirnov-like statistic Class II
MEGO 2005 Z-score Class II
PAGE 2005 Z-score Class II
T-proﬁler 2005 t-Test Class II
FuncCluster 2006 Fisher’s exact Class II
FatiScan 2007 Fisher’s Exact Class II
FINA 2007 Fisher’s exact Class II
GAzer 2007 Z-statistics; permutation Class II
GeneTrail 2007 Hypergeometric; Kolmogorov–Smirnov Class II
MetaGP 2007 Z-score Class II
Ontologizer 2004 Fisher’s exact Class III
POSOC 2004 POSET (a discrete math: ﬁnite partially ordered set) Class III
topGO 2006 Fisher’s exact Class III
GO-2D 2007 Hypergeometric; binomial Class III
GENECODIS 2007 Hypergeometric; chi-square Class III
GOSim 2007 Resnik’s similarity Class III
PalS 2008 Percent Class III
ProfCom 2008 Greedy heuristics Class III
GOTM 2004 Hypergeometric Class I,II
ermineJ 2005 Permutations; Wilcoxon rank-sum test Class I,II
DAVID 2003 Fisher’s Exact (modiﬁed as EASE score) Class I,III
GOToolBox 2004 Hypergeometric; Fisher’s exact; Binomial Class I,III
ADGO 2006 Z-statistic Class II,III
FunNet 2008 Unclear Unclear
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The most traditional strategy for enrichment analysis is to
take the user’s preselected (e.g. diﬀerentially expressed
genes selected between experimental versus control sam-
ples by t-test with a P-value 0.05 and fold change 1.5)
‘interesting’ genes, and then iteratively test the enrichment
of each annotation term one-by-one in a linear mode.
Thereafter, the individual, enriched annotation terms pas-
sing the enrichment P-value threshold are reported in a
tabular format ordered by the enrichment probability
(enrichment P-value). The enrichment P-value calculation,
i.e. number of genes in the list that hit a given biology class
as compared to pure random chance, can be performed
with the aid of some common and well-known statistical
methods (11,12,76), including Chi-square, Fisher’s exact
test, Binomial probability and Hypergeometric distribu-
tion, etc. (Table 1). More discussion regarding the enrich-
ment P-value can be found in a later section of this paper.
Even though the strategy and output format of SEA are
simple, SEA is indeed a very eﬃcient way to extract the
major biological meaning behind large gene lists, which
may be generated from any type of high-throughput geno-
mic studies or bioinformatics software packages. Most
of the earlier tools (such as GoMiner, Onto-Express,
DAVID and EASE) and a lot of the recently released
tools (such as GOEAST and GFinder), adopted this strat-
egy and demonstrated signiﬁcant success in many genomic
studies. However, the common weakness of tools in this
class is that the linear output of terms can be very large
and overwhelming (from hundreds to thousands). There-
fore, the data analyst’s focus and interrelationships of
relevant terms can be diluted. For example, relevant GO
terms like apoptosis, programmed cell death, induction of
apoptosis, anti-apoptosis, regulation of apoptosis, etc., are
spread out at diﬀerent positions in a large linear output. It
is diﬃcult to focus on interrelationships of relevant biol-
ogy terms among hundreds or thousands of other terms.
In addition, the quality of pre-selected gene lists could
largely impact the enrichment analysis, which makes
SEA analysis unstable to a certain degree when using
diﬀerent statistical methods or cutoﬀ thresholds.
Class 2:Gene set enrichmentanalysis (GSEA)
GSEA carries the core spirit of SEA, but with a distinct
algorithm to calculate enrichment P-values as compared
to SEA (35). People in the ﬁeld give great attention and
expectation to the GSEA strategy. The unique idea of
GSEA is its ‘no-cutoﬀ’ strategy that takes all genes from
a microarray experiment without selecting signiﬁcant
genes (e.g. genes with P-value 0.05 and fold change
1.5). This strategy beneﬁts the enrichment analysis in
two aspects: 1) it reduces the arbitrary factors in the
typical gene selection step that could impact the tradi-
tional enrichment analysis; and 2) it uses all information
obtained from microarray experiments by allowing the
minimally changing genes, which cannot pass the selection
threshold, to contribute to the enrichment analysis in dif-
fering degrees. The maximum enrichment score (MES) is
calculated from the rank order of all gene members in the
annotation category. Thereafter, enrichment P-values can
be obtained by matching the MES to randomly shuﬄed
MES distributions (a Kolmogorov–Smirnov-like statistic)
(35). Other enrichment tools in the GSEA class using
the ‘no-cutoﬀ’ strategy, such as ErmineJ (31), FatiScan
(55), MEGO (36), PAGE (29), MetaGF, Go-Mapper
(22) and ADGO (45), etc., employ parametric statistical
approaches such as z-score, t-test, permutation analysis,
etc. These approaches directly take experimental values
(e.g. fold change) of all genes into the calculation for
each annotation term. Collectively, recent GSEA tools
which integrate the total experimental values into the func-
tional data mining are an interesting trend with a lot of
potential as a complement to traditional SEA (47,77–79).
However, tools in the GSEA class are also associated
with some common limitations. First, the ‘no-cutoﬀ’ strat-
egy is the key advantage of GSEA, but is also becoming its
major limitation in many biological studies. The GSEA
method requires a summarized biological value (e.g. fold
change) for each of the genome-wide genes as input.
Sometimes, it is a diﬃcult task to summarize many biolo-
gical aspects of a gene into one meaningful value when the
biological study and genomic platform are complex. For
example, each gene derived from a SNP microarray could
associate with a set of SNPs, which vary in size, P-values,
physical distances, disease regions, LD (Linkage
Disequilibrium) strength and SNP-gene locations (e.g. in
exon, or in intron) from gene to gene. It is still a very
experimental procedure to summarize such diverse aspects
of biology into one comprehensive value. Similar chal-
lenges may be found in many of the emerging
genomic platforms (e.g. SNP, Exon, Promoter microar-
ray). The situations in the examples fully or partially fail
in the GSEA-required input data structure requirement.
Figure 1. The infrastructure of typical enrichment tools. Even though
the enrichment analysis tools have distinct features, they can be gen-
erally described as three major layers: backend annotation database;
data mining; and result presentation. Each of the layers, rather than
statistical methods alone, greatly inﬂuences the analytic results.
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involve multiple factors/variants simultaneously, such as
disease/normal, ages, sex, drug treatment/control, reagent
batch eﬀects, animal batch eﬀect, etc. In such complex
situations, sophisticated statistical methods, like
ANOVA, time series analysis, survival analysis, etc., will
be more powerful to handle multi-variances, multiple time
points and batch eﬀects, etc. simultaneously for data-
mining interesting gene lists. In many similar cases, the
upstream data processing and comprehensive gene selec-
tion statistics cannot be simply avoided or replaced by
GSEA. Moreover, the genes ranked in higher positions
(usually with higher diﬀerences, e.g. fold change) are the
major force driving (highly weighted) the enrichment P-
values in GSEA. Thus, the underlying assumption is that
the genes with large regulations (e.g. fold changes) are con-
tributing more to the biology. Obviously, this is not always
true in real biology. Biologists know that small changes of
some signal transduction genes can result in larger down-
stream biological consequences. In contrast, some big
changes in metabolic genes may be just a consequence of
other small, but important, signal regulation events.
Depending on the questions that the researcher is asking,
the mildly changed signal transduction genes may be more
interesting/important than those largely regulated genes.
The GSEA and SEA methods have been available in the
community for many years. Surprisingly, no comprehen-
sive and systematic side-by-side comparisons are available
yet. A recent study ran the same datasets with DAVID
methods (a SEA/MEA method) versus ErmineJ (a GSEA
method) (60). As expected, the results from both methods
were highly consistent with each other. The consistency
makes sense because the major driving force of the enrich-
ment calculation in GSEA is the largely changing genes. In
addition, those genes most likely have better chances to be
selected in the traditional gene selection procedures, thus
resulting in very similar results between the SEA and
GSEA methods.
Class 3: Modularenrichment analysis (MEA)
MEA inherits the basic enrichment calculation found in
SEA and incorporates extra network discovery algor-
ithms by considering the term-to-term relationships.
Recent tools, such as Ontologizer (69), topGO (41),
GENECODIS (59), ADGO (45) and ProfCom (68),
claimed to improve discovery sensitivity and speciﬁcity
by considering inter-relationships of GO terms in the
enrichment calculations, i.e. using genes of composite
(joint) annotation terms as a reference background. The
key advantage of this approach is that the researcher can
take advantage of term–term relationships, in which joint
terms may contain unique biological meaning for a given
study, not held by individual terms. Moreover, when using
heterogeneous annotation content, the annotation terms
are highly redundant, and also have strong interrelation-
ships regarding diﬀerent aspects for the same biological
process. Building such relationships is one step closer
to the true nature of biology during data mining.
GoToolBox (18) developed functions to cluster related
GO terms or genes, which provides the gene functional
annotation in a network context. However, the functions
only work for a small scope and only for GO terms.
DAVID (60,61) recently provided a new tool that is able
to organize and condense a wide range of heterogeneous
annotation content, such as GO terms, protein domains,
pathways and so on, into term or gene classes. This orga-
nization is accomplished by using Kappa statistics to mine
the complex biological co-occurrences found in multiple
heterogeneous annotation content. Combined with tradi-
tional enrichment P-value calculations, the new approach
allows the enrichment analysis to progress from term-
centric or gene-centric to biological module-centric anal-
ysis. These methods take into account the redundant and
networked nature of biological annotation content in
order to concentrate on building the larger biological pic-
ture rather than focusing on an individual term or gene.
Such data-mining logic seems closer to the nature of
biology in that a biological process works in a network
manner. However, the obvious limitation of MEA is that
‘orphan’ terms or genes (without strong relationships to
neighbor terms/genes) could be left out from the analysis.
Thus, it is important to examine those terms or genes that
are left out during analysis when using MEA (60). In
addition, the quality of the pre-selected gene list impacts
the analytic results, just as it does in SEA analysis.
REMAINING QUESTIONS AND CHALLENGES IN
THE FIELD
1. Realistically positioning the role of enrichmentP-values in
the currentdata-mining environment
The high-throughput enrichment data-mining environ-
ment is extremely complicated. Variations of the user
gene list size, the deviation of the number of genes asso-
ciated with each annotation, the gene overlap between
annotations, the incompleteness of annotation content,
the strong connectivity/dependency among genes, unba-
lanced distributions of annotation content, and high/low
frequency of annotation content are examples of sources
leading to this complexity and variation. None of the sta-
tistical methods mentioned in Table 1 is perfectly suitable
for all situations. The complex situations found in the bio-
logical data-mining environment determine the discovery
sensitivity and speciﬁcity (1—false-positive rate) of those
statistical methods that are not yet in an optimal state, as
discussed by Goeman et al. (73,80,81). Therefore, in real-
life practice, many data analysts may treat the resulting
enrichment P-values as a scoring system that plays a advi-
sory role: i.e. rankandsuggest possible relevant annotation
terms, as opposed to an absolute, decision-making role
(82). The analysts themselves are still playing critical
roles in making the ﬁnal decisions in terms of the most
relevant, enriched annotation terms that are highlighted
by the enrichment analysis tool. Even though annotation
terms may be associated with very signiﬁcant enrichment
P-values, it is not uncommon that analysts discard/ignore
some of the enriched annotation terms (such as terms with
enrichment P-values <0.001) because they are not ‘making
sense’ to a given study, based on a priori biological knowl-
edge. The analogous example of this type of situation is
6 Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol. 37,No. 1like that of a Google search, which returns some results that
are not relevant to the user’s original query. It is up to the
user, based on his or her knowledge of the situation, to
make the ﬁnal judgment about the results. Collectively,
current enrichment analysis is more of an exploratory pro-
cedure, with the aid of enrichment P-value, rather than a
pure statistical solution. The notion thatthe enriched terms
should make sense based on a priori biological knowledge
of the study is the most important guideline to help users in
adjusting analytic thresholds and thereby answering ques-
tions such as, ‘Should my enrichment P-value cutoﬀ be
0.05 or 0.01?’ or ‘Should I always consider the term with
a signiﬁcant enrichment P-value like 0.001?’ or ‘Which
enrichment tool(s) could be more sensitive to my dataset?’
The most popular and traditional statistical methods
used in the enrichment calculation are Fisher exact,
Chi-square, Hypergeometric distribution and Binomial
distribution, as collected in Table 1 and Supplementary
Data 1. It is believed on a principal level that Binomial
probability is good for analysis with a large population
background. The Fisher exact test, Chi-square test and the
Hypergeometric distribution are better for analysis with
a smaller population background (12) (see subsection #4
for more discussion about population background). Given
the weakness of the typical statistical methods, some alter-
native mathematical approaches were recently proposed in
an attempt to improve the enrichment P-value calcula-
tions. These approaches include (but are not limited to)
mid-P-value by Rivals et al. (76), ﬁnite partially ordered
set approach (POSET) by POSOC (83,84), hidden Kripke
model (HKM) by GOLie, greedy heuristics by ProfCom
(68), Fisher’s inverse chi-squared by GOFAA (50),
master-target test/mutually exclusive target–target/inter-
secting target–target tests by GeneTools (42), EASE
Score by EASE (8), Yule’s Q by ProbCD (73), Fold
Change by GoMiner (39) and Bayesian by BayGO (52).
However, it is still too early to state deﬁnitively whether
some of the improved alternative statistical methods really
stand out over the traditional statistical approaches.
Given the very complex data-mining environments dis-
cussed throughout the manuscript, all current statistical
methods are working largely at the edge of their intended
capability. Indeed, the speciﬁcity of enrichment analysis is
more impacted by non-statistical layers than it is by sta-
tistical methods alone. In this sense, it is not realistic to
guide users to choose enrichment tools simply according
to statistical methods that are based purely on statistical
advantages/disadvantages. Thus, we do not extensively
discuss the diﬀerences between statistical methods, since
such a discussion could potentially mislead a user’s judg-
ment. It is in the user’s best interests to try many statistical
methods on the same dataset and to compare the results
whenever possible. Obviously, the need for new, more
robust statistical methods to overcome the limitations of
the current methods is still in high demand by the ﬁeld.
2. Understanding thelimitation of multiple testing correction
on enrichment P-values
According to standard statistical principles, the more
annotations that are tested, the greater the chance of an
increase in the family-wide false-positive rate (85,86).
To control the family-wide false-positive rate in the
result list, the review article by Khatri et al. (11,12) indi-
cates that the multiple test correction of enrichment
P-values must be performed on the functional annotation
categories being tested at the same time. Indeed, the
majority of the tools performed such corrections
with methods such as Bonferroni, Benjamini–Hochberg,
Holm, Q-value, Permutation, etc. (Supplementary
Data 1). Given the extremely complicated gene functional
data-mining environment as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, a critical question is how much of an improvement in
discovery sensitivity and speciﬁcity (1—false-positive rate)
is achieved by applying such corrections in real-life
practice?
Even though many enrichment tools implement such
corrections, only a few tools systematically provide evi-
dence regarding the improvements of discovery results
with and without such corrections in real-life analytic
environments, rather than believing the beneﬁts based
on the statistical principle alone. Recently, GOSSIP (27)
comprehensively compared the discovery sensitivity and
speciﬁcity across various correction techniques provided
by various tools with real-life datasets. It was concluded
that the common multiple testing correction techniques,
known to be overly conservative approaches if there are
thousands or even more annotation terms involved in the
analysis, may not improve speciﬁcity as much as people
had believed those techniques would. In fact, the sensitiv-
ity may actually be negatively aﬀected because of the con-
servative nature of these corrections (27).
Given the complexity of biological data-mining envir-
onments, the enrichment P-values derived from the
common statistical methods can be very fragile, and are
inﬂuenced not only by the statistical methods themselves,
but also greatly by the algorithms, data sources, the indi-
vidual biological process itself and so on. The speciﬁcity of
the discovery is indeed greatly impacted by the non-
statistical layers, which cannot be simply ﬁxed by multiple
test corrections. Great eﬀorts regarding sensitivity and
speciﬁcity issues involved in the enrichment analysis may
require that improvements are made on the fundamental,
non-statistical layers ﬁrst (Figure 1). Then, the power of
various statistical approaches including the multiple test
correction can be utilized fully in the enrichment analysis.
More than a dozen of the enrichment tools, including
recent ones such as EasyGO (66) and g:Proﬁler (64), as
well as the earlier ones such as GoMiner (10), have
not implemented multiple test corrections (Supplementary
Data 1), but are still widely used by the community in real-
life data-mining projects. In summary, the multiple test
correction is only a partial solution, not a resolution of
the speciﬁcity problem in current enrichment analysis
platforms.
3.Cross-comparing enrichment analysis results derived
frommultiple gene lists
A larger gene list can have higher statistical power, result-
ing in a higher sensitivity (more signiﬁcant P-values) to
slightly enriched terms, as well as to more speciﬁc terms.
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largely enriched terms and broader terms. Thus, the size
of the gene list impacts the absolute enrichment P-values,
making it diﬃcult to directly compare the absolute enrich-
ment P-values across gene lists. Regardless of the chal-
lenges, cross-comparisons sometimes are necessary and
important when studying the changes/trends among multi-
ple time course datasets. Tools, such as GOBar (32), Go-
Mapper (22), GOAlie, PageMan (51), high-throughput
GoMiner (39), and the most recent, GOEAST (70), are
intended to provide some of these capabilities to display
multiple time course datasets simultaneously. However,
users should keep the P-value comparison issue in mind
when using these tools. The issue is even more critical,
particularly when the sizes of gene lists are dramatically
diﬀerent from each other. More comprehensive and
appropriate algorithms regarding the comparisons are
still in high demand in the ﬁeld.
4.Setting up the‘right’ gene reference background
As noted in our previous example, 10% of the user’s genes
selected by a microarray experiment are kinases, as
opposed to 1% of the genes in the human genome (this
is the gene population background) that are kinases. The
enrichment can therefore be quantitatively measured. A
conclusion may be obtained for the particular example,
that is, kinases are enriched in the user’s study, and there-
fore play important roles in the study. However, 10%
alone cannot lead to such a conclusion without compar-
ison to the gene reference background (i.e. 1%). Thus, the
diﬀerent gene reference background settings may greatly
impact the enrichment P-values, even when using the same
statistical method and annotation content (12). For exam-
ple, tools such as GOToolBox (18), GOstat (14), GoMiner
(10), FatiGO (13) and GOTM (24), use the total genes in
the genome as a global reference background. They tend
to give more signiﬁcant P-values, as compared to the tools
(e.g. Onto-Express) using a narrowed-down set of genes
(e.g. genes only existing on a microarray) as a gene refer-
ence background. In addition, DAVID (61) tends to be
more conservative by using genes existing on the array and
found to be associated with terms in the corresponding
annotation categories, as the gene reference background.
Many tools further allow users to upload a customized
gene list as a gene reference background (Supplementary
Data 1). Even though there is no ‘gold’ standard for the
reference background, a general guideline is to set up the
reference background as the pool of genes that could be
selected for the studied annotation category (12). For
example, the total genes found on a microarray chip
seem to be the ‘right’ reference background, if the analysis
gene list is derived from a microarray study conducted
with the given chip. However, it is not perfect, since
some genes on the chip could have little or no chance to
be selected during the study, due to a low expression level
that falls below the microarray detection range, and/or
‘bad’ probe design, etc. Even though the gene reference
background directly impacts enrichment P-value, it will
impact the P-values of all terms in a relatively similar
manner within the same analysis. For the same dataset,
analyzed with diﬀerent gene reference backgrounds, the
output rank/order of the enrichment terms will remain
relatively the same, even though the terms may be asso-
ciated with diﬀerent P-values. Such stable order/rank of
enrichment terms in the output is more important than
their absolute P-values so that the annotation exploration
and conclusion on the same dataset will be similar and
comparable when using diﬀerent gene reference back-
grounds. In this sense, another important principle of set-
ting a gene reference background is to use a consistent
gene reference background within the same analysis.
5. Extending backendannotation databases
Due to its enriched content and suitable data structure for
high-throughput data mining, GO (1) is the only backend
data source used in most, if not all, of the earlier enrich-
ment tools, as well as in some of the more recent tools
(Supplementary Data 1). However, many diﬀerent biolo-
gical aspects are being maintained and annotated by dif-
ferent independent resources; these aspects have not only a
signiﬁcant amount of overlapping information, but also a
signiﬁcant amount of unique data, due to the diﬀering
focus of the specialized groups. No one, single source is
able to maintain all of the biological aspects, such as
GO for the biological process, molecular functions or cel-
lular components; Pfam for protein domains; BIND
for protein–protein interactions; KEGG for pathways;
TRANSFAC for gene regulations; GNF for gene–tissue
expressions; OMIM for gene–disease associations; and so
on (65,87,88). In this sense, a comprehensive backend
database integrated with diverse and heterogeneous data
sources will allow the enrichment tools to more com-
prehensively mine the large gene lists on broad-based
annotation content covering diﬀerent biological aspects,
rather than on GO content alone. Obviously, the improve-
ment of the annotation database alone can signiﬁcantly
improve the comprehensiveness of the data mining.
Otherwise, the power of advanced data-mining algorithms
and statistics cannot be fully utilized in the enrichment
analysis.
Many tools are still using GO as the only backend data-
base in the enrichment analysis (Supplementary Data 1).
However, some recent tools or new releases of early-gen-
eration tools, such as Onto-Express (62), DAVID (61),
WebGestalt (40), Fatigo+ (56), FACT (30), g:Proﬁler
(64), GAzer (63) and GeneTrail (57), etc., extended their
backend bio-databases by integrating wide-range hetero-
geneous data content (e.g. GO, KEGG pathways, protein
domains, disease association, tissue expression, etc.) in
order to increase the comprehensiveness of the enrichment
analytic results. The WebGestalt, DAVID and Onto-
Express groups independently reported their eﬀorts in
detail, with the resulting collections including
GeneKeyDB, the DAVID Knowledgebase and OT,
respectively (65,87,88). Each group described the steps
involved in integrating and constructing such large bio-
databases, particularly for the purposes of high-through-
put gene functional analysis. Moreover, the databases of
L2L (34) and DAVID (61) include gene expression data
from publicly available SAGE, EST and microarray
8 Nucleic Acids Research,2009, Vol. 37,No. 1studies. Thus, the user’s dataset may be aligned with this
data with similar conditions during functional analysis.
Regarding species coverage, although the backend data-
bases of several of the enrichment tools may cover a wide
range of species, the support for a less popular species (i.e.
rice) may not be as robust as that of more popular species
(i.e. human, mouse, rat, yeast, ﬂy). Given this situation,
several enrichment tools were speciﬁcally designed for
these less popular species, such as WEGO for rice (54);
easyGO for crops (66); FINA for prokaryotes (58);
CLENCH for Arabidopsis (21); JProGo for prokaryotes
(48); BayGo for Xylella fastidiosa (52). Collectively, the
quality, integration, and coverage of databases designed
for high-throughput gene functional analysis have recently
made notable progress, compared to that in earlier works.
While the database improvement is an endless task, the
current improvements have already signiﬁcantly beneﬁted
individual groups and tools, as well as provided better
backend bio-sources to the ﬁeld for future tool develop-
ment (65,87,88). The tools that still use GO as their only
backend database should consider the integration of a
wider collection of bio-databases in order to reﬂect the
need and progress of the ﬁeld.
6. Efficiently mapping users’input gene identifiers tothe
available annotation
If the gene identiﬁer (ID) cannot be eﬃciently mapped to
its corresponding annotation content, the subsequent data
mining will be largely impaired. Thus, the comprehensive-
ness of mapping ID-to-ID and ID-to-annotation content
in the database is essential as the ﬁrst step to maximally
translate gene lists into possible annotation content for
further high-throughput enrichment analysis algorithms
(12). However, this is not a simple and trivial issue when
the identiﬁers representing gene/proteins are highly redun-
dant, and are maintained by independent bioinformatics
organizations. Even though the identiﬁer cross-mapping
issues were eﬀectively addressed within each major bioin-
formatics organization, such as NCBI Entrez Gene (89),
UniProt UniRef (90) and PIR-NREF (91), respectively,
the weaker referencing capability across organizations
still exists. For example, UniProt does not cover RefSeq
IDs and NCBI Entrez Gene does not reference PIR ID
at all. When diﬀerent annotation databases use one system
as their major gene identiﬁer systems, e.g. GeneRif adopts
NCBI IDs as major associated identiﬁers, and InterPro
uses UniProt/SwissProt as major associated identiﬁers
(65), some annotation content does not favor certain
types of user input IDs. Thus, for a given type of ID,
without special attention to this issue, important
annotation content could be easily left out of the high-
throughput analysis without the user’s awareness, result-
ing in an incomplete or even failed enrichment analysis.
Unfortunately, the enrichment tools, in general, have
poorly documented how they handle the ID-to-ID and
ID-to-annotation mapping issues. Most of the tools have
likely adopted the existing work of another major group
such as the NCBI Entrez Gene database (89). In such
a case, although a tool may claim to support many ID
systems, it does not mean that all types of IDs are fully
integrated into the backend annotation database, due to
the cross-organization issues discussed earlier. Some
recent eﬀorts, such as Onto-Translate (62), MatchMiner
(92), IDConverter (93) and DAVID ID Converter (61),
have made large improvements in an eﬀort to help the
ID-to-ID and ID-to-annotation mapping issue. With
these aforementioned works, users may easily translate
one type of ID to another. Moreover, they not only pro-
vide the improved cross-referencing capability but also
enrich annotation content. For example, after gene IDs
were re-agglomerated by a procedure called the DAVID
Gene Concept, 10–20% more GO terms were able to be
assigned to corresponding genes in the DAVID
Knowledgebase, as compared to annotations in each indi-
vidual source (65).
7.Enhancing the exploratory capabilityand graphical
presentation
Due to the limitations of current enrichment analysis, the
analysis of large gene lists, in the authors’ opinion, is still
more of an exploratory procedure rather than a single
statistical solution at this time. Data analysts still play
the most important role in interpreting the analytic results
and collecting information from diﬀerent views to make
the ﬁnal decision of which enriched annotation categories/
biology are most relevant for the study in question. Such
decisions are usually made with the aid of the enrichment
P-values derived from the enrichment analysis, the pre-
viously known knowledge of expected biology relevant
to experiments, and more importantly, the various data
collected through exploration of the genes and annotation
categories.
Flexibility in allowing users to deﬁne the analytic
scope, e.g. GO levels, can make the analysis more focused
in terms of a user’s interests. Many tools, such as
GOMiner (10), Onto-Express (62), DAVID (61) and
FatiGO (56), support this type of ﬂexibility. In addition,
many tools, providing comprehensive links to primary
annotation resources regarding annotation categories or
gene reports, allow users to quickly and eﬃciently gather
relevant information concerning items of interest. A
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) maintains the structure
of GO annotation terms (1). Even though all tools
adopt GO in their enrichment analysis, most tools break
down the structured nodes into ﬂat terms during the cal-
culation of enrichment P-values, and thereafter list the
results in an easily readable tabular format. This simpliﬁed
linear format and eﬃcient organization of data for easy
interpretation is widely used by most of the enrichment
tools. Moreover, a number of tools, such as Onto-Express
(62), easyGO (66), GoMiner (10), eGOn (42), GoSurfer
(25), GOFFA (50) and GeneTrail (57), are able to display
the enrichment analysis results on the DAG or a tree
structure so that users may easily explore the enrichment
results in neighboring nodes. Onto-Express further pro-
vides recalculation functions for ‘drill down’ analysis
of a particular branch of the DAG. In contrast, POSOC
(83) made an important note, that is, that DAG, as a
structure, holds GO orientations, but lacks the power
for biological inference, since a lot of functionally related
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37, No. 1 9terms may be maintained in diﬀerent DAG branches (83).
Thus, more and more recent tools, such as Onto-Express
(62), DAVID (61), POSOC (83), BayGO (52), FatiGO+
(56), MAPPFinder (7), FuncCluster (43) and FunNet,
have started to integrate BioCarta, KEGG, or other
pathway visualizations in order to more eﬃciently exam-
ine the user’s genes in a network context. In addition,
some high-throughput pathway visualization tools,
such as PathMAPA, Pathway Miner, Pathway Processor,
ArrayXPath, Pathway Express, PathwayExplorer,
KOBAS and VAMPIRE, are very useful, but are not
included in this review because of their focuses on path-
way analysis alone. Interestingly, biological module/
classes of annotation terms, provided by PalS (67),
DAVID (61) and GoToolBox (18), present heterogeneous
annotation terms or genes in a group scope. This
focuses the analysis on the larger biological picture
and reduces the eﬀorts involved in mining too many indiv-
idual and redundant terms or genes. In addition,
DAVID provides a simple 2D view visualization (61)
that is able to eﬃciently display the related and heteroge-
neous many-genes-to-many-terms relationships, identiﬁed
by the DAVID classiﬁcation functions (60), on one well-
organized page. Using such visualizations, users can eﬃ-
ciently examine the inter-relationships of highly related
heterogeneous annotations and genes to pinpoint impor-
tant commonalities and diﬀerences.
8.Evaluating the analytic capability ofnew enrichmenttools
Sixty-eight enrichment tools, and potentially more that are
missing from this collection, have already made the ﬁeld
very crowded. Many of the tool publications present mini-
mal cross-comparisons to other tools. An appropriate
standard evaluation procedure would make the analytic
capability more comparable among tools, particularly
for new tools. In addition, a good standard could make
some new tools really stand out, as well as prevent redun-
dant work from appearing in publications. Such standards
should include, but not be limited to: a set of common
datasets (gene lists) with expected and known biology
in diﬀerent, diﬃcult levels for analysis; important aspects
(e.g. backend database, enrichment P-values, speed,
exploratory capability, graphic presentation, etc.) for
cross-comparisons; emphasis on diﬀerences and advan-
tages over other competing methods; etc. There is no
detailed proposal as of yet, but obviously a standard is
needed in the ﬁeld.
9.Choosing the most appropriateenrichment tools
fromthe various choices
Choosing the most suitable enrichment tool or tools lar-
gely depends on the users’ research needs, IT experiences
and the questions being asked. A precise guideline is most
likely not possible since the research goals are very diverse
from project to project. Before choosing a tool, a user may
ask questions such as, ‘Is the GO data source enough or
are more (such as pathway, protein domain, protein–
protein interactions, etc.) needed?’; ‘Is the SEA linear
enrichment report enough or do I really need MEA to
look into inter-relationships?’; ‘Is my experimental
design simple enough to ﬁt into the GSEA input require-
ment or is a comprehensive statistical method necessary
for gene selection?’; ‘What is my IT capability to handle R,
standalone tools, or web tools?’; etc. Thereafter, tools that
maximally meet the user’s requirements can be logically
selected. Table 2 compares the strength and limitation of
each tool class. Instead of looking up individual tools
among the overwhelming choices, it is recommended
that the researchers locate the desired tool class (i.e.
SEA, GSEA and MEA) ﬁrst, then further narrow down
to individual tools within that class. Supplementary Data
1 lists some of the aspects that users may be interested in,
for every tool. In addition, a protocol paper regarding
enrichment analysis by Huang et al. (82) could be useful
for beginning users. SerbGO is a good site to search and
compare detailed features and annotation coverage among
tools. It is not recommended that the researchers choose
tools simply according to the underlying enrichment sta-
tistical methods. As discussed in previous sections, the
behavior of most statistical methods in current enrichment
tools is working with large uncertainties.
Moreover, successful analytic works in higher-quality
publications could serve as important examples to guide
end users in the choice of ‘well-used’ tools and to follow
analytic procedures for similar situations. Importantly, it
is not unusual that diﬀerent tools have similar capabilities
and functions, but output very diﬀerent results due to the
variations in the implementations of the various important
aspects. Thus, it is recommended that the user test multi-
ple tools, which even oﬀer similar analytic capability, in
order to obtain the most satisfactory results (75).
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Due to the complexity of biological data-mining situa-
tions, in its current state, the analysis of large gene lists
with the current enrichment tools is still more of an
exploratory data-mining procedure rather than a pure sta-
tistical solution. The best analytic conclusions are made
with the aid of the investigator’s bio-knowledge, inte-
grated annotation databases, computing algorithms and
the enrichment P-values derived from statistical methods.
A large, linear list of enriched annotation terms in
output reports may not satisfy researchers as much as it
did years ago. The next generation of enrichment tools will
strive for an integrative and comprehensive data-mining
environment that will not only provide a more eﬃcient
means to identify the individual enriched annotations
with improved databases, algorithms and statistical meth-
ods, but also comprehensively address the internal rela-
tionships of many enriched heterogeneous annotations.
Tools with such capabilities could make the analysis
more focused and understandable in a network context.
Many of the most recently reported tools fall into the class
II and III categories, which suggests such a trend in the
ﬁeld (Table 1 and Supplementary Data 1).
Finally, it can be expected that the activities and pas-
sions of developing new enrichment tools will continue,
due to the unmet needs and limitations of current
10 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 1enrichment analytic methods. A standard for evaluating
new tools will facilitate the growth of the ﬁeld.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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